DEFINING TRANSPORT LOGISTICS: A LITERATURE REVIEW AND PRACTITIONER OPINION BASED APPROACH
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Abstract. There are many concepts in the transport and logistics business: transport, logistics, transportation, forwarding, etc. There are also a number of different study programs and disciplines such as: transport economics, transport logistics, logistics management, etc. All of these titles are often related to the content of the plan, planning, organization, management and control of the movement of human, material, informational and financial flows. However, in practice, they are often correlated and misused. Therefore, it is an important task to properly define these concepts. This article, based on various scientific literature, deals with the concept of transport logistics in various disciplines and fields of research. The results of this analysis made it possible to identify that there is no unified logistic term. Therefore, a qualitative study was also used. The purpose of this study is to identify the concept of transport/logistics companies in the Baltic States as the concept is treated in business. The results of the research have shown that the concept of transport logistics is also understood differently. Therefore, the purpose of this article is to formulate the definition of transport logistics on the basis of the results of the scientific literature analysis and qualitative research.
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Introduction

In its beginning phases, logistics was often connected only with its two functions of transport and warehousing. Later, (Christopher 2016) defined logistics as “the process of strategically managing the movement and storage of materials, parts and finished inventory from suppliers, through the firm and on to customers”. As such, logistics is not just another name for transport, which is also confirmed by the assessment of ELA/A. T. Kearney (2004), which estimated that transport presents approximately 40% of all logistics costs. Transport is a part of integrated logistics management and is of crucial importance as such. It is not only limited to flow of goods across space and is not only a connective function in the fields of delivery of raw materials for manufacturing needs and for distributing final products. It is a part of adding value, which is included into strategic management and decisions through transport logistics. A well developed transport system ensures better efficiency, a reduction of operating costs, and higher service quality of logistics systems (Tseng et al. 2005). Therefore, the transport function has undergone structural changes, which are reflected in the development of transport logistics (Chatterjee, Tsai 2002). Today, transport itself is regarded as one of the major components of distribution and logistics. Taking into account all of the major components of a logistics system, such as warehousing, inventory, packaging, and information flows in addition to transport, planning them in a systematic way, and at the same time respecting constraints of appropriate costs and service levels, is the core task of modern logistics (Rushton et al. 2014). Many authors have been using the term “transport logistics” (Lai et al. 2004; Ehnert et al. 2006; Wong et al. 2009b; Lun et al. 2009) but they do not define it or identify its activities. Button (2010) finds that definitions of transport logistics are not always accurate, but there is one useful idea from a British logistics expert, Jim Cooper, who defined transport logistics as the “relationship between transport and integrated approaches to logistics and supply chain management”. In other words, the main focus is on movement of goods in a supply chain, which is more than mere transport of goods, since it covers full business and operational frames within which the movement or movement of the cargo is planned, managed
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An overview of various fields indicated that there is cur­r­logistics companies of the Baltic States will be presented. Addition­ly, results of a research carried out in the transport and publications on this growingly researched field. Guided by biblio­metrics, the paper identifies most influential thinkers and publications on this growingly researched field. Additionally, results of a research carried out in the transport and logistics companies of the Baltic States will be presented. An overview of various fields indicated that there is currently no common definition of the term “transport logistics”, therefore constructing a common definition is the goal of the presented research.

1. Materials and methods

A literature review was performed in order to:
– determine the theoretical origin of the term “transport logistics”;
– identify the most important or most influential studies;
– find potential definitions of the term;
– develop a literature-based definition of transport logistics.

The Clarivate Analytics Web of Science (WoS) citation database was used to obtain information and find literature. Transport logistics related literature was identified in the whole database from the year 1970 to March 2017. Jaccso (2005) also mentions two other databases: Google Scholar, which he finds is not appropriate for purposes such as ours, and Scopus, which he finds gives similar results with a smaller coverage than WoS. WoS is used as a primary database in most bibliometric research McCain (1991), White (2003), White et al. (2004), Ramos-Rodriguez and Ruiz-Navarro (2004), Biehl et al. (2006), Fernandez-Alles and Ramos-Rodriguez (2009), Polites and Watson (2009).

The search for use of the term “transport logistics” was performed with the search string “transport logistics” or “transport logistics” (in the “topic” area). WoS gave 426 relevant results of publications of various scopes (i.e. articles, book chapters, conference proceedings, reviews, and editorials). Considering the rapid development of logistics and transport logistics in particular, it is possible that additional literature was published from the time of performing this research.

The dataset of relevant literature was used to perform a co-citation analysis, which is used for evaluation of scientific literature in a quantitative manner. The main idea of co-citation analysis is that publications with shared references are in an intellectual relationship Small (1973), Noyons (2001), Newell and Cousins (2015). Therefore, the analysis focuses on finding the incurrences of two or more publications being cited together in another publication, with a consequent result of identifying impactful publications and authors in a certain field.

The bibliometric software Bibexcel (Persson et al. 2009) was used for estimating co-citations. Bibexcel created files were imported open-source software Pajek – Program for Large Network Analysis (Batagelj, Mrvar 1998; De Nooy et al. 2018), which enables visualization and analysis of a network of co-citations and consequently shows the literature’s “intellectual structure” (Yu et al. 2013). In the software output visualization, node size in the displayed network presents the degree of centrality of a node (the number of edges that connect to a node), which points to the node’s (in our case a publication’s) importance or influence.

All 426 academic publications were reviewed in order to identify whether they contain a definition of transport logistics or the publication only finds various relations of other logistics elements in relation to transport logistics and does not actually define it. Publications were eliminated from the set if:
– they did not contain a definition of transport logistics;
– the publication used another scholar’s definition.

This analysis only found two definitions of transport logistics. Due to the minimal number of definitions the search was expanded using the Google Scholar tool, which also takes into account various other academic resources. The search string was the same as in WoS and was also performed in the German language. This broadened the number of results. Table 1 therefore shows the two publications found in WoS including the set definition and the number of citations, and additionally gives definitions from other academic resources: books (Table 2), online reports (Table 3).

In comparing the given definitions, it was found that no single definition precisely defines the meaning and elements of transport logistics. Consequently, a need to prepare a universal definition can be identified, and this is the goal of the present paper.
### Table 1. Definitions of transport logistics in WoS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Citation count from WoS (on 29 September 2017)</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lin (2016)</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>“… international transport logistics service systems providing import/export and transhipment services engage in multi-country consolidation and warehousing functions and integrate manufacturing industries to provide high value-adding, deep reprocessing services to cargos”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lai et al. (2002)</td>
<td>149 (note: a variant of this definition is repeated in Lai et al. (2004) with 67 citations in WoS)</td>
<td>“Transport logistics in a supply chain is usually an intermediary that facilitates the physical flows of goods from a point of origin, i.e., shipper, to a point of destination, i.e., consignee. Firms in transport logistics perform the physical distribution function to move goods from one place to another (Coyle et al. 1996) and the business process spans organizational boundaries, encompassing shippers and consignees&quot;. “The goal of a transport logistics service provider is to satisfy the customers (both upstream and downstream) in the chain with greater effectiveness and efficiency than the competitors&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Definitions of transport logistics in books

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Citation count from WoS (on 29 September 2017)</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kappauf et al. (2011)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>“Transport logistics, in a cross-sectional function, takes on the task of booking the transport planning and the transport itself. At the end of the sales procedure, an invoice is produced for the customer&quot;. “… with the transport logistics goal of providing the required material to the right place at the right time as inexpensively as possible…”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Button (2010)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>&quot;transport logistics, …. is the adoption of transport economic principles within larger supply-chain concept&quot;. “… it involves the movement of goods through the supply chain, but is more than just the freight transport aspect and embraces the full commercial and operational frameworks within which the movement of goods is planned, managed and finally carried out&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baumgarten (2008)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>The author argues that transport logistics in a narrow sense deals with physical transport of goods (in hard, liquid or gassy state) among different locations in logistics networks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coyle et al. (1996)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>The authors find that transport logistics performs an intermediary role in the supply chain since it enables physical flow of goods from the source point (suppliers) to the point of use (destination or consumer). Businesses in transport logistics perform the physical function of distribution, which means moving goods from one point to the other.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 3. Definitions of transport logistics in online reports

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Citation count from WoS (on 29 September 2017)</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lagneaux (2008)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>“… freight transport logistics, tackling sectors clearly identified in the NACE classification 14 as transport-bound logistics sectors, all coming under the so-called freight transport logistics cluster. Transport logistics is seen as the organisation of flows of goods and information across these functions”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giannopoulos (2008)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>&quot;Co-modal Transport Logistics (CTL) can be defined today (after years of application or mis-application of the term) as the adoption of techniques, actions, and methods forming a global approach to the management and information transfer of the whole physical circulation of goods: from raw materials, to components, to finished products sold to consumers, and spare parts for these products. The interesting part of this &quot;global&quot; definition is that Logistics includes the management of physical flows as well as the management of information and financial flows. Its aim is defined to design a cost effective organization able to handle the whole physical circulation of goods and information flows that will ultimately provide consumers with the right level of service&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muller-Jentsch (2002)</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>“Transport logistics is concerned with the management and optimization of transport flows&quot;.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Transport logistics encompass all steps in the transfer of freight … and the interaction between the various institutions intervening in international freight transport, the operators transporting it, and the transport intermediaries providing brokerage services between freight transfers. Consequently, the customs administration, insurance companies, banks, parastatal transport operators, terminal operators, Shippers’ Councils, private carriers, and intermediaries are considered as intervening in transport logistics”.

2. Transport logistics research: important research and definitions

Even though the concept of transport logistics has a long history, the first recorded mention of the term was in 1977, when Mundy et al. (1977) researched evaluation by business executives of courses offered in a large transportation/logistics curriculum. Further scientific research brought the publication of the transportation logistics for spent-fuel storage and disposal by Andrews et al. (1978). Research by Lai et al. (2002) is the largest node on the co-citation network (Figure), which points to the importance of this publication for the transport logistics field. The authors researched measures of supply chain performance in a transport logistics setting and constructed a measuring instrument for effectiveness and efficiency of transport logistics shippers, service providers and consignees.

The paper by Lai et al. (2002), related to measures for evaluating supply chain performance in transport logistics, is the only work found on WoS that defines transport logistics and its meaning in the supply chain to a certain extent. It does not however give a definition of transport logistics as such and does not describe its activities.

Figure shows the visualization of the network of publications on the topic of transport logistics. It is based on the dataset of publications from WoS and shows cited references in the publications as nodes (circles), while the connective lines show when two publications are referenced in a publication together. The size of the node points to its centrality in the body of literature (number of connections). The general layout is based on the Force Atlas algorithm, which shows a closer relationship among nodes by clustering them closer together. Additionally, publications in closer relation are shown in the same colour.

It is evident from the figure that Lai et al. (2002), which is also the paper which gives the clearest definition of transport logistics, is the most important resource among the complete body of literature on transportation logistics, as its node is largest and very interconnected, closely followed by the 2004 paper from the same authors, giving the same definition (Lai et al. 2004).

As mentioned, the literature review revealed a smaller number of partial definitions of transport logistics (Tables 1–3). Studying these definitions, as well as studying publications that cite them, led to recognition that a precise definition of transport logistics does not exist. This is not surprising considering the fact that there are many challenges connected to defining transport logistics, one of which is the large number of disciplines that are involved in the transport logistics field. Surprisingly however, the use of the term “transport logistics” is quite common despite the lack of its definition.

3. Exploratory research in Baltic States transport and logistics companies, according transport logistics definition

The analysis of literature sources has been carried out and showed that there is no unified transport logistics defined. In order to find out how much this activity is relevant in practice (business), an exploratory survey also was selected using questionnaires. Qualitative exploratory research was carried out in order to find out how the leaders of the transport / logistics sector in the Baltic States define the concept of transport logistics.

The level of knowledge of transport logistics in practice is very low (EUTRALOG 2005), and should be increased. Taking into account that there are lot of transport and logistics companies in the Baltic States (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia), they were selected for the survey by evaluating their websites, in which were indicated that the company provides transport logistic services. Knowing that when conducting is online, and probability that the answer to the whole questionnaire is not high, and then larger companies were selected, and after it has been sent out 70 questionnaires. Total completed questionnaires returned 166.

Since a qualitative research was conducted, the aim was to evaluate not just how many respondents responded, but how to get an image – how they understood the concept of “transport logistics”. From all possible answers, similar definitions are grouped and are presented as a result.
Therefore, the results from all the questionnaires are presented and the following definitions are given:

- transport logistics – routing and control;
- transport logistics is the process by which logistics costs are optimized for transportation of goods, as well as management of information and time;
- transport logistics is the whole process of transport operations, from the raw material and up to when it is turned into a product;
- transport logistics is a subtlety of cargo movement;
- transport logistics is the door-to-door cargo transportation, as well as the processing of documents and ensuring optimal time, market and price;
- transport logistics is preparation, sorting, packaging, distribution, transportation, storage, etc.;
- transport logistics is the organization and management of all supply chains from raw materials to delivery to the place of consumption;
- transport logistics is a process associated with the market for transport services, the selection of the required vehicle, rational organization of freight transportation on time from point A to B at minimal cost;
- transport logistics is the process of ensuring the flow of goods from the time of loading to the place of delivery;
- transport logistics is a process in which a good, quick and thoughtful assessment of the current situation and a solution is made that provides the best possible result;
- transport logistics is a process that effectively plans a logistics chain from the initial service or point of sale to the end user.

The concept of transport logistics is widely used, but, as the results of the research show, the manager of each company understands and defines the concept differently. Therefore, such a different understanding of this concept could lead to major misunderstandings in providing services to customers and lead to difficulties in choosing the right company.

4. Discussion: devising a definition of transport logistics

When talking about transport logistics, keywords such as “movement of goods”, “physical transfer of goods (from the point of origin to the point of use)”, “physical distribution function”, “moving goods from one location to another”, and “transfer of cargo” are mentioned most often in scientific literature as well as with practitioners. These keywords mostly include the transport of goods, but others also include words from the fields of planning and management of transport of goods, such as “efficient distribution”, “planning, managing and execution of movement of goods”, “managing physical flow”, and “managing and optimizing transport flows”. Since transport, among other, also ensures spatial and time utility, key words such as “optimal delivery times” and “services rendered on time”. In the frame of transport and logistics, other key
words such as “minimal costs”, “high effectiveness and efficiency”, “cost effective organization”, and “minimal human resources” also need to be included.

Considering the inconsistencies in the current body of literature and in business use, a consistent and common definition of the term “transport logistics” is certainly needed. It must include various aspects and concepts, connected with the term, in an inclusive yet adaptive way, so it encompasses all crucial elements and reflects slight differences in defining the scope of the term. With this in mind, the authors propose the following definition:

Transport logistics is a crucial part in the supply chain that in its essence organizes, manages, optimizes and ultimately performs physical distribution of goods and information through the whole upstream and downstream chain in an efficient and effective manner. Its activities and functions go beyond the traditional transport function in so that they also include integration with other supply chain functions such as warehousing, accounting, marketing or customer relations, while taking into account the organizational, financial, commercial and operational aspects of the supply chain as a whole.

Conclusions

European Union has highlighted the problem of the lack of knowledge in the field of transport logistics and therefore encourages different types of educational undertakings, which will help the sector to improve the image of European freight transport logistics companies (EC 2015). In accordance with this, the presented paper drew upon literature reviews and the practitioner perspective to find a common transport logistics definition, as is given in the previous chapter. General conclusions, derive from the authors’ work in this literature review and practitioner interviews, can be summed up in the following points:

- transport logistics, even though an often used term, has been shown in this paper to be lacking a commonly accepted definition in scientific literature as well as on a practitioner level;
- research identified only two scientific sources which give a definition of transport logistics, and consequently had to broaden the scope to include other academic resources, 11 altogether;
- there are also many companies that specialise in transport logistics, and in many cases this involves international activities as the ‘global economy’ grows and the supply chains grow longer and more complex. From the practitioner viewpoint, research in Baltic transport/logistics companies additionally showed that there is no unified definition of transport logistics. Not infrequently, this concept is often compared with the transportation process, routing and cost reduction opportunities;
- therefore, the authors believe that the work presented in this paper brings a most needed consolidation of scientific, academic and practitioner viewpoints into a proposed common definition of the term. This will importantly contribute to overcoming the current disparities in using the term in all spheres, mostly in comparison and in relation to logistics and transport alone;
- further research on the topic should broaden the area where practitioners were surveyed to achieve an even more global consensus, and also try and put the concept of transport logistics into a wider framework of supply chain management and logistics.
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